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Date: 21.06.2021

Topic: Why do bridges in our part of the world distress and crack much earlier

than those constructed in many of the 1st world countries.

Key notes of FDP

 Discussed about the types of cracks, method of identifying the cracks.

 Explained clearly about the various methods of repairing techniques.

 Experiment about the various types of cracks with case studies.

 Clearly stated and explained about the retrofitting methods for various cases.

Date: 22.06.2021

Topic: Rehabilitation and Retrofitting of major bridges in Nepal

Key notes of FDP

 Showed various rating systems according to the structural conditions which were

very much useful to the participants.

 Clearly stated the External damage factor and internal damage factor.

 Elaborated the choice of construction materials that can be used in bridges.

 Affirmation about the various types of materials used like Berger luxtex based

polymers etc.,

 Concluded with the best and most economical way to achieve durability of

concrete in the marine environment.



Date: 23.06.2021

Topic: Prestress, prestressing and its working

Key notes of FDP

 Described the high tensile steel strand and tendons

 Pointed out the various types, diameters and various shapes of prestressing steels

with pictures and tables.

 Mentioned the various types of wedges, Anchorage and bearing plates.

 Showed some case study regarding the joints.

Date: 24.06.2021

Topic: Prestress, prestressing and its working

Key notes of FDP

 Explained the points to be noted before going for prestressing, like cables or

ducts free of any clogs, spaces for movement of jacks.

 With reference to the IS 6006 (1983) a clear explanation was given on Ultimate

tensile load for High tensile steel was clearly explained

 Through formulae Losses of prestressed concrete was clearly mentioned.

Date: 25.06.2021

Topic: Rehabilitation and Retrofitting of three bridges.

Key notes of FDP

 Elaborate case study was discussed on Sivaganga bridge, Ratu bridge and Jharai

bridge repairing methods and were exhibited in the presentation.

 A clear illustration was made on Flexural failure and shear failure.

 With case study example the remedial measures taken for appropriate failures

were discussed.
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